English

 Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar
work
 Non-fiction text— Ancient Greece
Discussion
Newspaper Report
Comparison
Instructions
Creative Writing
 Y5 Class novel : Wolf Brother
(Michelle Paver)
 Y6 Class Novel: Percy Jackson and
the Lightening Thief (Rick Riordman)
Narrative—Pathway stories,
flashback stories, Diaries, Poetry,
discussion.

Computing
 Blogging.
 E Safety

Materials

 Shape—symmetry, angles,
translation



To know that some materials
will dissolve in liquid to form
a solution, and describe how
to recover a substance from a
solution.



That some changes of state
and dissolving/mixing
processes can be reversed
through filtering, sieving and
evaporating.



Explain that some changes
form new materials, and that
these changes are not usually
reversible.



Write up experiment findings
making links to real life.

 Re-visit of fractions and
decimals
 Calculation - efficient methods
for adding, subtracting,
dividing and multiplying.
 Measure - interpreting scales,
accurate use of units of
measure, conversions
conversion graphs, , area,
perimeter, volume, time and
time problems, application of
word problems.

Year 5/6

History—Ancient Greece

Ancient
Greece

 Place events on a chronological
framework
 Who were the ancient Greeks?
 Comparing ancient and modern
democracies
 Ancient Greek Olympics
 Greek gods and goddesses and
comparison of religious beliefs
 The Battle
of
Marathon
and the
Trojan war

Mrs Hachani
Mrs Medway
Miss Legg
Mrs Jenkins
Mrs Yates

Art and Design
Drawing and painting.


Exploring use of line and
colour
Greek Chitons








Religious Education
Understanding Christianity
 What does it mean if God is
holy and loving?
 What do
some
Christians
believe is
like?
 What do
churches and cathedrals show
about what Christians believe
about God?
 How might Christians
worship a holy and loving
God?
 What effect do God’s
teachings have on the world
today?

Science

Maths



PSHME / Citizenship
Good to be me
Goal setting
Prejudice
Building relationships and
positive role models
Dealing with
conflict.

Design and make and
evaluate a Greek chiton

French
 Le Petite Chaperone

Rouge

Physical Education
 Games: invasion games

Music








Listening and appraising
Evaluating recent chart song
Singing
Using instruments to replicate beats
Musical activities to include games,
playing instruments and composing
Finding pulse, rhythm and pitch
Performing and sharing—working
together in an ensemble.

 Dance: to be able to create
and perform a cross-curricular
themed dance
 Gymnastics: Partner work,
Synchronisation and Canon.
Producing sequences using the
floor and apparatus with a
partner and a group.

